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To Manifest His Inner Form
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
HERE WAS A TIME when this creation
did not exist. There was no earth, no
sky, there were no jivas, no human beings, there were no mountains, no water-nothing existed. But it came in the
will of Almighty God that from one He
should become many, so He created everything at one time. He created Sach
Khand, He created the planets, He created the human beings, He created the
jivas, and all the other things. After
making all those creatures and things, a
question came into His mind: "What information should be given to all the
things I have created? How will they be
able to meet me? How will they communicate with me and how will they remain
in touch with me?"
So in order to teach His creatures how
they could return to their Real Home
and how they could be in touch with the
Almighty Lord, He sent the Rishis,
Munis, Mahatmas, and Saints into this
world. When They came into this world
They preached and made the limitations
and traditions; and They taught us how
we have to live in this world, how we
have to treat one another.
The Lord Almighty has always come
into this world. Among the gods He became a god and among the human beings He became a human being; and He
taught us how to do devotion and go
back to our Real Home. If He only came
in the form of gods and goddesses we
would never be able to see Him. If He
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came in the body of cows and animals
we would never understand Him. The
teacher of human beings can only be a
human being-that is why He always
came in the form of a human beingand living among us, He taught us how
we have to do our devotion for Him and
how we have to go back to our Real
Home.
No one knows how many times the
Dissolution and Grand Dissolution of
the world happened, and how many
times this creation was created again.
Guru Nanak says, "No one knows the
exact day this creation was created. Not
even the yogis know. If they had known
when God created this world, they
would have written it down in the Puranas, Vedas, or the other holy scriptures.
But they have not known, and they have
not written that in their scriptures. Only
the One Who has created this creation
knows about it." So Guru Nanak says,
"It would be better to go within and
meet that Almighty Lord who has created this creation and ask Him yourself.
Because God is nowhere outside, He is
very close to you; He is nearer than the
nearest, He is within you. So it would be
better to go within and talk to Him and
ask Him about this yourself."
Once some Gyanis and Pundits went
to Master Sawan Singh and asked Him
this same question. They said, "You are
a Mahatma, tell us when the Dissolution
is going to happen, when this world is
going to end." Master Sawan Singh said,
"This is not a matter of talking. I have
gone within and I have received peace
only after going within. This Path is not

only for men, it is also for women, it is
for everyone. It doesn't matter if one is
literate or illiterate. It doesn't matter to
which country one belongs, this Path of
God is open for everyone. I have gone
within and received peace from within if you understand this Path, then you
also go within and ask that Almighty
Lord, Who is sitting within you, when
He created and when He is going to dissolve this creation. I have learned that by
going within. If you understand, then
you can also do the same thing."
The system of Master and disciple is
not a new system; to say that it has happened only in our lifetime is not correct.
Ever since God created and sent human
beings into this world, God Almighty
has always kept His skill, His Power,
within some competent person whom we
call a Master. He has always given the
information and knowledge of how to
do the devotion of the Lord to the disciples; He has done this without becoming
partial to any particular country or religion or any race of mankind. Always He
has come in the form of the human beings and He has given the knowledge of
Naam. He has told us what the benefits
are of getting and devoting ourselves to
Naam. Ever since God created this creation and human beings came into this
world, Masters have always come to give
this information and knowledge to Their
disciples.
Guru Nanak Sahib says that age after
age the system of Master and disciple
has gone on. The disciples have gone to
the Masters; and after becoming gurumukhs, they have received, they have
achieved, liberation. He says that this
system has not started to happen in this
time only, it has always been in practice,
age after age. At all times the Masters
have come, and the disciples who have
gone to the Masters have become gurumukhs, and they have gone back to the
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Real Home. Tulsi Dass also says, "Just as
when a merchant comes from a foreign
country bringing dry food or things like
that; he sells it in this country and he
takes other things back." Similarly, the
Masters always come to this world carrying the fruit of Naam which They give to
all the disciples; and They fill Their ship
with the souls and take them back to
their Real Home.
Tulsi Sahib says, "When the Saints
come into this world carrying the fruit of
Naam, They talk about the benefits of
Naam and about the goodness of that
fruit of Naam. Then the people who go
to Them become very happy and very
excited about receiving that fruit of
Naam. But when they learn the price of
Naam- what they will have to give up in
order to receive that Naam-they lose
that happiness and they leave the Master. The Master tells them, "You will
have to give up all the worldly pleasures,
you will have to struggle with your mind,
and you will have to rise above your
body consciousness-you will have to
keep your life pure." When the Masters
tell them, "If you want to receive the
fruit of Naam you will have to give up all
these things," they lose all their excitement and all their happiness. They say,
"Who will do this; this is a very big price
the Master is asking. Who will fight with
the mind, who will keep his life pure?"
A brief hymn of Swami Ji Maharaj is
presented to you; listen to it carefully.
Some dear ones came to Swami Ji Maharaj and asked Him some questions;
and in this hymn Swami Ji Maharaj is
replying to their questions.

Guru, show me your form.
You have assumed this form with
the gunas to liberate the souls.
Those disciples are telling Swami Ji Maharaj, "Graciously show us the Form of
the Shabd Naam which you have often
SANT BANI

talked about. Show us Your real Form.
This form which You have assumed is
full of the attributes; it is made up of the
five elements; and You always say that
this body (this form) is not going to live
forever. But the Form of the Master is
the Shabd and the form of the disciple is
the soul; and You say that this form
which You have assumed, this physical
form, always feels the cold, it always
feels the heat and it suffers the same as
other people do. Please show us the
other Form in which You function."
The disciple says, "I have heard that
you have taken up this form only to do
the Satsang, only to give Naam Initiation to the dear ones. I appreciate and
respect this form of Yours, this physical
form of Yours too, because if You had
not taken this outer form I could not
have received Naam, I could not have
removed all the illusions and doubts
which were within me. But You should
show me that Form which You never
change, in which You always remain and
through which You function always. You
show me that unchangeable Form which
is Your real Form."
You have assumed this form with
the gunas to liberate the souls.
Your Form is unreachable, limitless.
Now show me that one.
He says, "I have heard from You that
Your real Form is inaccessible, unreachable, limitless and not bound to anything
of Maya. It is free from Maya and You
always remain in that Form in Sach
Khand. I have the yearning, the desire to
see that Form also."
Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj says,
"Not even the Vedas know the glory of
the Saints." He says that the Vedas describe only the things up to the second
plane, up to the OM, and they know
nothing beyond that plane. The Vedas
do not know what Power the Saints
July 1988

bring into this world nor what rights the
Almighty Lord has given to the Saints;
they do not know what is the Glory of
the Master, the Glory of the Saints, in
the higher planes.
If the world had known the relation of
the Saints with Almighty God, if they
had known that both the Almighty Lord
and the Perfect Saint are one and the
same, do you think that they would have
tortured the Masters who have come in
the past? You know how Christ was
made to wear a crown of thorns, how he
was crucified, and tortured to deathstill he did not complain. He did not
curse the people who were doing those
bad things to him; He only said, "0
Lord, forgive them; they know not what
they do. Your home is full of grace;
please shower grace on them."
Guru Nanak was also tortured; He
was forced to grind grain.* He was
called "the one who misleads people
from the Path," but still he did not have
bad thoughts for the people. Guru Arjan
Dev was also given very inhuman tortures, but still he always requested to
Almighty God, "They do not know what
consequences they will have to suffer because of their karmas; You kindly
shower Grace on them because You are
All-Gracious."
Swami Ji Maharaj, whose bani we are
reading, was also criticized a lot by his
own people. I have seen how Master
Sawan Singh Ji also was criticized - people gave Him a very hard time -people
wrote a book against him. Master Kirpal
was also criticized very much and people
wrote a book against Him also. But all
these Masters, since They know the Reality, They always requested to Almighty
* When Babar captured the town where He was
staying, everyone was imprisoned and forced to
grind corn. Guru Nanak sang bhajans and His mill
turned by itself, causing Babar to ask for forgiveness, and set everyone free.

God that their opponents or their critics
should be forgiven.
Kabir Sahib says, "My Master, my Almighty Lord, is full of discrimination;
He knows whom He has to bring near,
and whom He has to keep away. Whomever He wants to bring close, He brings
close. He calls Himself as a Saint; He
has come in the form of a Saint."
Kabir Sahib says, "I am the Knower of
the Real Home and I have brought the
message, the orders, from Almighty
God." He says, "I am the Knower of the
Secret Home, the Almighty Lord and I
are One, and I have brought this message
for all of you."

Your Form is unreachable, limitless.
Now show me that one.
May I see your Form and get absorbed in It. Make me have the
assurance.
Now the disciple is making a prayer.
He says, "0 Lord, if I see Your Shabd
Form, if I manifest Your Shabd Form
within, I will become fearless and intoxicated."
"The glory of the inner Form of the
Master cannot be spoken, It cannot be
written," says Kabir. "Even if I make ink
from all the seven oceans, and even if I
make all the trees into a pen, and use the
whole earth as a paper, still I cannot
describe, I cannot write enough in the
Glory of the Form of Master." As a
dumb person eating sweets can only express by his gestures that he is happy
eating those sweets - because he does not
have the ability to speak-in the same
way, those who see the Inner Form of the
Master, cannot express their happiness.
The girls play with dolls as long as
they are not married; when they get married who wants to play with dolls, because then the girl finds happiness and
intoxication in the company of her husband. In the same way, unless we have

manifested that Real Form of the Master
within us, unless we have seen that Form
of the Master within us, unless we have
risen above mind and the sense organs,
have gone within, and have manifested
that beautiful Form of the Master within
us, we understand all the worldly things
as very good; but once we have manifested that beautiful Form of the Master
within us then who wants to pay attention to all these outer things? We do not
even want to look at all these things of
the world and of the mind, once we have
manifested that Form of the Master.
Kabir Sahib says, "By the Grace of the
Master I was spared both heavens and
hell." Usually we people do the devotion
either because we are afraid of the sufferings of hell or we want to go to the
heavens. But when we go within and do
the devotion of the Lord and manifest
that Form of the Master within us then
we escape going to hell, and we don't
even have any wish to go to the heavens.
Once we have gone within and seen the
Form of the Master then all those things
seem very useless. Kabir Sahib says,
"With Whose Grace did that happen? It
happened only with the Grace of the
Master."

May I see your Form and get absorbed in It. Make me have the
assurance.
This form is also dear to me.
Make m e understand that Form

through this one.
Now the disciple says, "0 Satguru, this
physical form of Yours which is made up
of five elements is very attractive, very
pleasing. I love this form also, and if I
had not contacted this form who would
have removed the doubts and illusions
which I had for birth after birth, and
who would have given me Naam? But I
have this request, I make this prayer to
you: "Kindly show me Your Inner Form
also."
SANT BANI

In order to get a glimpse of the Inner ter does not depend on any means of
Form of the Master, the Inner Form of transportation. Whenever and however
the Almighty Lord, people left their you remember Him, He will always be
homes; they went into the forest; they there. The Form of the Master inside is
did so many kinds of practices. They exactly the same as the outer form of the
even stood on one leg, and did the devo- Master but it is much more beautiful; It
tion for thousands of years; they even is much more radiant. We have not seen
suffered hunger and their body became God, that is why we cannot contemplate
emaciated like a piece of wood, but still on the Form of God, but we have seen
that Almighty One did not give them His the Master and when Master gives us the
darshan, because they had not gone to Initiation-when we do the Simran
the perfect Master and had not received which He gives us - then the Form of the
the Initiation into the Shabd Naam. Un- Master appears within us and It starts to
less they came to a Perfect Master they remain within us. In the beginning it is
did not get to see the Inner Form of the difficult to contemplate on the Form of
the Master, it is difficult to still the Form
Lord.
of the Master within, but later as we
This form is also dear to me.
continue doing Simran, the Form of the
Make me understand that Form
Master begins to remain still within us
through this one.
and it does not leave. In the beginning it
Now he says, "Your physical form is very may be difficult but later it becomes very
dear to me and I like looking at It but easy. In fact, it becomes very difficult to
you should show me Your Inner Form, give up the Form of the Master once It
Your Shabd Form also." Once when manifests within you.
In one of my bhajans I have written,
Master Kirpal Singh was doing the seva
of giving a massage to the legs of Master "My eyes have seen millions of faces but
Sawan Singh, Kirpal Singh requested no face has attracted me so much as
Master Sawan Singh, "Master open the Your Form." I was a very fortunate one,
inner way also a little bit and show me it was a very pleasant time, when I got to
Your Inner Form also, let me see how it have the darshan of Master Sawan Singh
looks." Master Sawan Singh said, "The in my early days, and His form was so
features of the Inner Form are the same beautiful, so attractive, that even though
as the outer form of the Master. The I saw millions of other peoples' faces in
only difference between the outer form the world, no other face, no other form,
and the Inner Form of the Master is that attracted my attention. Even though I
you need some vehicle to take the outer tried my best, still I could never forget
form of the Master from one place to the Form of the Master, It always reanother but if you want to take the Inner mained within my eyes. I always used to
Form of the Master from one place to celebrate the bhandaras of Master
another you do not need any outer Sawan Singh and His Form always remeans. Whenever you remember Him, mained in my eyes.
wherever you remember Him, you will
His beloved son Master Kirpal came
always have Him there. The outer form and met me in His Form and I was very
of the Master may have some difficulty pleased that He came to me in that
going from one place to another. He may Form. In one of my other bhajans I have
have to travel in a train, car, or in an written, "People call Him Sant Kirpal,
airplane, but the Inner Form of the Mas- for His parents He is Pal, but for me He
July 1988
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is my everything. You come and visit my
courtyard."

Without this form my task will not
be accomplished. How can I see
that Form?
The disciple says, "I have much respect
and appreciation for Your outer form,
because without having this outer form
of Yours 1 would have never been able to
get Your Inner Form, and I appreciate
this form very much; but this is my sincere desire: that You should show me
Your Inner Form also."
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say
about those who cry and complain that
their mind does not get stilled, they cannot meditate, He used to say, "All these
people are talking nonsense; because
they do not want to give up the pleasures
of their senses, yet they still want their
inner veil to lift. How is that possible?
How is it possible to have the veil lifted
while continuing to enjoy the organs of
senses?"
There are only a few brave warriors
who chase away all the pleasures of the
senses and who become successfulthose who do not get involved in the
mind and its forces. Satguru has not left
us alone; He has armed us with the
weapons of the Shabd Dhun, with that
of the Sound Current. Let anyone work
hard, struggle with the mind, and he will
see how he becomes successful, and how
the Master is always helping him. Because the Master always keeps His hand
on our back.

Without this form my task will not
be accomplished. How can I see
that Form?
That is why there is a great importance of this form. But show me
that also.
All the Masters who have gone within
have appreciated and respected this
8

physical form of the Master, this body
which is made up of the five elements.
Why did He do that? Because He realized that He got the Initiation only from
this form of the Master, and only because of this form of the Master all
doubts and illusions were removed. Only
from this form, did the Master create the
yearning within us to do the devotion
and go within.
The student appreciates the teacher
only when he gets a very good post, only
when he becomes successful in the
world. Then he realizes how competent
his teacher was and how hard he
worked; only then he respects and appreciates his teacher. In the same way, when
we give up the slavery of the mind and
the sense organs, when we rise above all
of them, and when we get connected to
and manifest that Shabd within us, only
then do we realize how hard our Master
had to work for us. Then we realize how
He struggled for us and how He saved us
from a11 those things which were trying
to stop us from going within. Then we
realize what the real Glory of the Master
is. We appreciate and respect the Power
of the Master only when we go within,
because only then do we realize that we
were not able to take even one step
within if the Master was not with us.
When Sehjo Bai went within and saw
the position of the Master in the Inner
Planes then she said, "No one can pay
back the Master for what He has done
for us. Even though Sehjo Bai sacrifices
everything which she has, but still she
cannot pay back the Master."

That is why there is a great importance of this form. But show me
that also.
You always assume that Form. With
this one you awaken the souls.
The disciple says, "You always remain,
You always assume that Form of the
SANT BANI

Shabd, You have assumed this physical
form only to awaken the souls, only to
give the Initiation to the souls."

You always assume that Form. With
this one you awaken the souls.
I have heard this secret from You.
That is why I sing the Path of
Surat and Shabda daily.
Now he says, "0 Satguru, I have heard
this secret only from You, that in fact,
God Almighty Himself comes in the
form of the Saints. He lives in the body
of the Saints; and only through that
body of the Saints does He talk about
the Surat Shabd, the Path of the Surat
Shabd. He establishes and preaches the
path of the Surat Shabd only by living in
the body of the Saints. I have heard only
from You, that those who do the devotion, who practice the Path of the Surat
Shabd, only they can go within and see
that Inner Form of Almighty Lord
which He always assumes."
Surat is our soul and Shabd is the
Almighty Lord; Those who go to the
Masters and get their souls connected
with the Shabd are the fortunate ones.
Masters connect our souls with the
Shabd in our within.

I have heard this secret from You.
That is why I sing the Path of
Surat and Shabda daily.
The Shabda Form, which is Your
own Form; in that, now take my
soul.
Now He says, "I am making this prayer,
I am praying this to You: please take my
soul into Your Form of the Shabd."
Dear Ones, no one wants to keep dirty
clothes in a trunk, because they know
that if there is even one piece of dirty
clothing that will make the other clothes
dirty also. That is why it is very important to clean the dirt from the clothes
first and then put them in the trunk. In
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the same way, as long as our soul is dirty
it will not go within. When our soul becomes pure, only then will God open His
door to us. He will not open His door to
us when our soul is dirty. What are the
things which stop our soul from going
within to our Real Home? Our mind, the
sense organs, the pleasures and dirt of
the world are the things keeping our soul
down in this world. If our soul would
become free from all this dirt then it
would take no time for her to go to the
Real Home. As fast as a bullet, the soul
will go to the Real Home.

The Shabda Form, which is Your
own Form; in that, now take my
soul.
I have always been afraid of death
and sufferings,
Release me and make me fearless.
Now the disciple says, "I am afraid of
death; I am afraid of the sufferings given
by the Negative Power. Now my soul has
awakened, now I have come to realize
how the Negative Power gives the punishment, how much the soul has to suffer
and I have become afraid of all these
things. You kindly make me fearless by
connecting my soul with the Shabd, by
connecting me with Your Shabd Naam."

I have always been afraid of death
and sufferings,
Release me and make me fearless.
0 Radha Soami, gracious to the
suffering ones, the benefactor,
finish my work.
Now the disciple says, "0 Lord, You are
gracious on the poor ones, You are the
well-wisher of all the souls. You are merciful, You do not punish anyone, You
always shower Grace on all the creatures." Master Kirpal Singh used to say
that, "God always likes the humility, that
is why we should create the humility
within us."
9

The disciple had asked some questions
of Swami Ji Maharaj and Swami Ji lovingly explained to him. The disciple was
very humble and with all his humility he
went on requesting and making prayers
to his Master. He explained very well t o
us which are the things which are keeping our souls in the body- those are the
chains of worldly pleasures. And all
those chains of the pleasures of the
world are keeping our soul down. When
we d o the devotion of the Lord, when we
d o the devotion of Shabd Naam, then,
one by one, all these chains start breaking, and, little by little, gradually, we
come t o the eye center, which is the door
of our Home and we start becoming still
there. We get the real faith and devotion
for our Master only when we go within.
When we will have the next Satsang,
Swami Ji Maharaj will tell that disciple
that unless the Master Himself makes
the disciple see that Form, n o one
10

can see the Master's Form.
The jiva is blind and the Lord is the
one who has eyes. Unless the person who
can see calls the blind one and makes
him catch his finger it is not within the
reach, it is not within the power, of the
blind one to come t o the person who can
see and catch his finger.
If a student puts all his attention in
studying and if he shows his interest
more, then the teacher also appreciates
that and he puts all his attention and
interest in teaching that student. In the
same way, when the disciple is molding
his life according t o the instructions of
the Master, when he is working hard,
keeping his life pure, when he is doing
his devotion, and when the Master sees
the purity and yearning within the disciple, the Master also helps him very
much. Because He is not unjust; He sits
within us and H e knows how much
yearning we have for Him.
SANT BANI

The Darkness of Attachment
Baba Sawan Singh Ji
By this process of elimination, we come
to the tiniest of the creation, namely grains
of various types. These grains too are endowed with soul and the Life Principle
works in them as well as in the rest of the
There are two sides of the picture, one is the Creation. The scientists like Dr. Bose have
obverse [front] and the other the reverse. now conclusively proved to us that the
The obverse, which presents the likeness of plants like any other entities are gifted with
a landscape in beautiful and rich colors, is senses and sensibilities. Guru Nanak in His
attractive; while the reverse has nothing to own inimitable way declared, hundreds of
show but a cardboard fitted in the back. In years before, that there was not a single
exactly the same way there are two sides of grain in the wide world without a soul in it.
the picture of this world. On one side (the The Vedas also assert the same-that the
bright side), we see the people of the world souls after passing through pitra lok (the
eating and drinking and enjoying life to the abode of the departed spirits) and then
very lees; while on the other side (the dark divya lok (the abode of the shining ones or
one) there is misery and suffering, disease, deities), come down and enter the grains
decay and death.
through the rays of the sun and the moon
Let us for a moment dwell upon the dark and thus once again find their way with the
side of this picture. The world may be di- food into the human body.
vided into three zones: water, land, and air;
Let us take a drop of water and examine
all of which repeat to us the same sad story it under a microscope. You will see in it
and present a scene of destruction and anni- innumerable tiny germs: some floating and
hilation -creatures feeding upon creatures. some frolicking about. The very atmosIn the water for instance, the big fish or phere in which we live and breathe, is
sharks swallow the little fish and those eat swarming with countless germs and bacilli
the tiny ones. Again on land, the lions, which we are unwittingly killing in counttigers and wolves have for their prey the less numbers with every intake of breath.
gentle goats and the timid sheep, and the
Here it may be argued that if this is the
latter in turn live upon the life in the vegeta- natural course of things -creatures living
ble kingdom. In the air, eagles and hawks upon creatures-wherein lies the sin in takswoop down upon little birds, who in turn ing meat? The Mahatmas, the great-souled
feed upon small insects.
personages, explain it this way. The world is
The manuscript for this discourse by Baba composed of five elements: earth, water,
Sawan Singh was sent over by Master Kir- fire, air, and ether. On these very lines the
pal in 1970, with His own notes and correc- vast creation may be divided into five
tions written in. But it was neverpublished. broad-based categories: first the rocks and
We are very pleased to be able to share it the minerals, then the vegetable kingdom
including therein all kinds of trees, plants,
with you now.
shrubberies, vegetables and grasses. In all

The whole world is enshrouded in
darkness,
And darkness reigns supreme in the
human body.

-
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these the element of water predominates,
while the rest of the four elements are in a
dormant state. Take for instance a maund
[an Indian unit of measure, equal to 82
pounds] of any leafy vegetable, say spinach,
and dry it in the sun. The dried substance
would hardly weigh four seers or eight
pounds. It goes to show that 90 percent of
the water contents has evaporated, leaving
hardly ten percent of the dried stuff.
Second are insects and reptiles including
lizards, snakes and the like. In these creatures, two elements predominate, viz. air
and fire, while the other three are in a
dormant state.
Thirdly, we have the creatures of the air
forming the bird community. They have in
them three distinct elements viz. air, fire,
and water; but the other two are in a latent
state.
In the fourth category come in all kinds
of quadrupeds, animals like goats and
sheep, cows, buffaloes, horses and camels;
they have air, fire, water and earth in abundance and not much of ether, and hence
they, for the most part, lead a blind life in
the brain, with not much of a thinking
faculty nor power of discrimination.
Last in the scale of the evolutionary process comes man, the crowning glory of
God, the roof and crown of all that is, with
all the five elements in right proportion,
making humans a composite whole-the
highest in creation and endowed with the
faculty of judging right from wrong.
In the light of the above, you will please
appreciate the theory of "Abnormality in
Sin." To kill a human being is the most
heinous crime that carries with it the capital
penalty of death. Sin from its greatest form
of homicide runs down to its lowest, plucking flowers and uprooting vegetables for
daily consumption. It is because of this that
Saints strongly recommend a vegetarian
diet over any other. The rest of the four
classes have a sentient mind. Try to kill a
man, a sheep or a bird or an insect, each
12

would cry and cry piteously in varying degree and writhe in pain and agony. Hence
the sages counsel us to carry the least
weight of sin so long as we cannot do without food. There are persons who are
fruitarians and even pavan-aharis (living on
air). "It is not by bread alone that man
lives," declared Jesus.
Our soul aim in life is to learn and practice the art of rising above body consciousness. So Soarniji tells us that in the world
there is nothing but darkness, the darkness
of ignorance and the law of the jungle prevails. The very nature is red in tooth and
claw. Among mankind too, there is a continuous struggle between the rich and the
poor, the high and the low, the "haves" and
"have-nots." Men in their greed know not
what they are ruthlessly engaged in. They
have never witnessed the Light of God and
are ever groping in darkness both within
and without.
Thus we see that in the physical material
world, there is blinding darkness of injustice and cruelty, and the same impenetrable
darkness greets us as we close our eyes and
gaze within. This darkness is born of attachment and infatuation with the world
and the worldly things.

I have critical& viewed the waking and
the dream states,
And have found no way out of their
magic web.
Man is always in one of the three states of
existence: namely wakeful consciousness,
sleep or dream state, or lastly, deep slumber. Whatever be his state of existence, he is
moving in a blind alley, a labyrinth with no
visible exit therefrom. The world in which
we are living is no less than a dark dungeon
with a maze of intricate and tortuous passages. The entire creation may be divided
into 84 lakhs [10,000] species, which are
classified under: 1) various species in the
vegetable world-30 lakhs; 2) worms, insects, and reptiles-27 lakhs; 3) the feathery
SANT BANI

fraternity of the birds of the air - 14 lakhs;
4) land animals and water creatures - 9
lakhs; 5) ghosts, evil spirits, angels, deities
and human beings -4 lakhs.
Thus a person, whether he be in heaven
or in hell, or on the physical plane, is in one
of the labyrinthine compartments, one of
the prison-cells of the vast universe with no
way to escape from the great prison house.
We cannot even quit the tabernacle of flesh
in which we live, however hard we may try
to do so. Some of us do not even like to
come out of it as we have never known
what freedom is. An insect in a gutter is
satisfied in the filth of the gutter, relishes
the same and wishes to remain therein forever. So is the case with all of us. We never
had a taste of the blissful spiritual state. For
most of us this world, in spite of its imperfections, is a place of supreme enjoyments
and we don't care for the unknown and the
much vaunted happiness of the other
world.

In the ignorance thou art wandering in
the wilderness,
And hath forgotten thy pre-natal
home in heaven.
The spirit is a drop from the ocean of Sat
Naam, but unfortunately it has, by constant association with the mind and the
senses, so identified itself with the world
that it has forgotten its nativity and the rich
heritage which is its birthright. Now the
man has become so saturated with the alien
world and its people, the kith and kin, the
friends and companions, that he is fully
engrossed in and occupied with them, so
much so that he has lost alS thought of his
divine nature and origin.

Thou hath been wandering through
the creative divisions.
And taking birth in countless forms in
each group.
Having once come under the sway of the
inexorable Law of Karma ("as ye sow, so
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shall ye reap"), the spirit is now moving up
and down in the various scales of creation,
from one class to another, sometimes into
trees, insects, birds and animals. In
Shrimad Bhagwat it is mentioned that once
Lord Krishna, pointing an insect out to
Udho, his devotee, explained to him that
the insect had several times been Brahma
(the creator of the universe) and Indra (the
god of paradise) but now would never like
to come out of the slime. Guru Nanak also
refers to the interminable cycle of births
and deaths in the varying grades and forms
of creation, before a human birth is vouchsafed to the spirit, with the possibility of
liberation from bondage. It is in this form
alone that one can escape from the charnel
house of the body and meet the Lord and
become one with Him. An aspirant has not
to leave his hearth and home nor forsake
his family nor break away from community
ties. He is simply to tap within and penetrate through the iron curtain that separates
him from the Reality. While living in this
world, yet you can be out of it. Nothing
without can be of any avail nor does it cost
you anything to leave. If with such a great
possibility within one's easy reach, one still
fails to grasp it and to make the most of it,
it is most unfortunate indeed.

In the endlessperegrinations thou hath
sufferings without end,
And in this hapless state, who would
attend to thy wailings? 0, none.
Physical life is all misery. Rare indeed
would be a person who might be happy in
this world. Every one is in a deep agony of
one kind or another. The sight of a sorrowing widowed daughter, a widowed daughter-in-law, or a widower son is enough to
make life unbearable. But if you just look
around, you will see thousands of cattle
being butchered, tens of thousands of goats
and sheep being guillotined, and millions of
fowls being roasted and carved every day. Is
there any court of appeal to which they

could go? As Sub-Divisional Officer, I had
an opportunity to see heavily laden camels
sullenly climbing the steep mountainsides
and tottering down with sheer exhaustion in
spite of the rain of cudgels from the British
soldiers. Similarly, the farmers put their
oxen to the plow at midnight, mercilessly
beat them with stout staves and batons, and
prod them to work with sharp spears. To
put them on their legs once again, their
mouths are muzzled so as to cause suffocation to them. Do we ever care to think what
untold misery we cause to these dumb creatures, who writhe in terrible pain and bear
horrible tortures in mute silence, with no
one to listen to their tales of woe nor to
sympathize with them in their deep-seated
sorrow.

All thy fervent calls and prayers shall
avail thee naught.
And thou shall have to bear the consequences of thy misdeeds.
The poor animals and fowls cry in anguish
but all in vain. The butcher's relentless knife
is ever at their entrails ripping them open
without any remorse or scruples. Thls is
how men go down hell's way and t h s process of action and reaction goes on endlessly.

After passing through a long series of
births, thou found a way to the top,
And after having gained it, thou hath
become a slave to the mind and the
senses.
It is after a long and tortuous journey of
ages upon ages that a spirit is granted a
human body. Human birth indeed is a great
privilege, for it is in human form alone that
the spirit can escape through the endless
cycle of transmigration. But alas! as the
infant grows, the golden bars of the world
draw closer and closer around him. The
senses overpower the mind and the mind
takes charge of the intellect and the poor
jiva is driven this way or that with no power
14

to resist or control. In this state of helplessness, the spirit, originally a spark of the
Divine Fire, becomes a handmaid of the
mind and begins dancing to the tunes of the
mind and outgoing faculties. This sad state
might well be compared to the condition of
a high-born princess destined to win one
day the hand of a noble prince; but in blind
infatuation fell in love with a scavenger and
chose h m as her consort. So does it happen
that the soul, destined for union with the
Oversoul or God, takes instead the senseridden mind as her companion in life.
Let us for a moment look at the various
organs which constitute the seat of the various senses. Are not the nine orifices (eyes,
ears, nostrils, mouth, and the urinary and
excretory organs) nature's outlets for letting
out filth from the body? With their wileful
attractions, the objects of the world make
an appeal to one or another of the senses,
and the senses in turn make a direct appeal
to the mind, and the mind drags the helpless spirit down from her high pedestal to
the lowest depths of degradation.
We have no enmity with any nation or
religion. It is in fact the mind that builds up
high walls of hatred, animosity and ill will.
The mind itself is the impenetrable wall
between man and God. The spirit, as said
above, is a drop from the Ocean of Sat
Naam or Consciousness. As it has lost its
Godhead by expansion into the world, it
can by a process of reversion and inversion,
once again gain the lost Kingdom, the
Kingdom of God. If the light of the soul
were to guide the intellect, and the intellect,
when illumined into a rational will, were to
lead the mind, the mind will no longer be
dragged out by the senses. And the senses,
in course of time, will lose their sense of
self-enjoyment in the worldly objects. This
would lead to eternal bliss. True peace,
thus, lies in being desireless, for lust is the
root cause of all evils.

(continued on page 18)
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SANT JI'S VISIT

TO SOUTH AMERICA
A brief photo essay of part of Sant Ji's recent tour. Next
month we'll have an account, plus color photos of His
gracious visit.

ABOVE:
BELOW:

Sant Ji in Venezuela.
Returning to His house after Satsang.

ABOVE:
BELO\\':

Satsang at the Satsang Hall in Venezuela.
Sant Ji taking a walk, Subachoque, Colombia.

The Darkness of Attachment
(continued from page 14)
The Master souls again and again try
to bring thee round,
And tell thee of the way out from the
tenth door.
Again and again, the %nts and seers, the
Prophets and the Apostles, with an experience of transcendence, tell us of the way out
of the mighty maze of the world, from the
pinpoint, smaller than a mustard seed, that
provides an ingress for the soul into the
beyond. We have not to leave our homes
nor forsake our worldly relations. All that is
required is concentration at the tenth center, the seat of the spirit, just behind and
between the eyes. We have to close down
the nine portals of the body through which
our attention is incessantly flowing out and
then collect it at the eye focus-the tenth
door from where the Grand Trunk Road of
spirituality starts and leads to the great Unknown in the Beyond.
Some surgeons might question the existence of Brahm, Par Brahm, or Sach
Khand, as none of them, in their surgical
experiences has had an occasion to come
across any of these while performing operations on the human body. They perhaps do
not know that in dissection they are dealing
only with the physical raiment of flesh and
bones and not with the subtle and causal
raiments of their patients. The spiritual regions and the spiritual mysteries lie behind
the thin veil of the mind and hence beyond
the reach of their surgical instruments. It is
only when the senses are subdued, the mind
is at rest and the intellect wavers not, that
one can pierce through the veil of ignorance
and have a peep into the beyond.
All competent Masters of the highest order, whether among Hindus, Muslims, or
Christians, teach the same eternal Truth.
"Unless you lose this life, you cannot have
life everlasting," said Jesus. Knowledge of
the Self is the keystone in the arch of spiri18

tuality and the ancients always laid great
stress on it, when with a clarion call, they
proclaimed, "Gnothe Seauton" or "Know
Thyself," as the first essential precept in life
before anything else. Self-knowledge precedes God-Knowledge.
We are however, engrossed and completely lost in the sensuous world and do
not know if we have any other existence
beyond the physical one. Mind, like a
watchdog, keeps a sullen guard over the
spirit and will not allow it, even for a moment, to think of anythmg else. This is why
we cannot sit for a while in meditation and
commune with the self within, though we
can beguile hours and hours in religious
congregations and other outer pursuits like
chanting of hymns, singing of songs, t e h g
the beads and doing all types of observances and performances of rites and rituals. But concentration which is the only
remedy for stilling the mind and entering
into the great beyond, we ignore and ignore
so badly.

But thou attendeth not to Their sage
counsel,
And wandereth about through the
nine portals.
In spite of the teachings of the Masters
Who in great compassion and grace tell us
of the way out, through the Tenth Door, we
do not listen to Them nor pay any heed to
what They say, with the result that we keep
wandering all the time in ignorance through
the sensory and motor organs. Our pitiable
condition may be best likened to sheep in a
sheepfold whlch is on fire. The shepherd
tries his best to take them out of the fire,
but they would rather burn to death in the
enclosure rather than come out of it.
Thou leanest on false beliefs and [isteneth to the hollow promises,
And careth not to take hold of the
Celestial Music.
On the contrary, we engage in all sorts of
deeds on the plane of the senses like pilSANT M
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grimages, circumambulatory practices,
fastings and prayers, penances and austerities, and worship in shrines, temples,
mosques, and churches, all of which are like
a barren tree that yields no fruit. We do not
try to understand and get to the root of the
Reality by contacting the Shabd Dhun (the
Sound Principle), which alone can take us
out of the prison house of the body and the
mind into purely spiritual regions above.

Thou art just churning water and so
get no butter,
Yet the churning of butter from milk
seems to thee a tough job.
As we keep churning the water, we do not
get any butter out of it. All charities and
chantings, ablutions, genuflections and
prostrations, though good in themselves, so
far as they go, fail to help us gain the
Reality. It may be better to engage in these
things rather than not to do anythmg at all,
but the trouble with us is that we simply
observe and perform deeds of piety in the
hope of securing some religious merit and
reward, and as such, we have to come back
into the world to reap the fruit of our good
deeds. Like a habitual criminal, we too
want to keep a place for ourselves permanently reserved in the prison-house of the
world. This is why the Saints lay stress on
becoming neh karma or engaging in actionless activity as an agent of the Lord with no
will of our own. It is just adapting a Sakshilike attitude, content with witnessing the
working of the Divine Will.
Good actions will yield good fruits. A
person may, by good deeds, become a king
or an emperor, or even rise to the position
of a deity; yet by the time his karmic span is
woven out, he has woven another web for
himself, perpetuating the endless series of
births and deaths. All this is nothing but
churning of water with no butter in it. The
butter will come to the surface if we churn
curd made of milk and turn it into buttermilk. But how many of us are prepared to
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do this. We have no time for it nor have any
propensity for it. As it seems a tough and
difficult job, we are not prepared for it. By
constant association with the world and
worldly objects, we have become so identified with them that anything apart from
them has no appeal to us. We, therefore,
find it hard to concentrate as enjoined and
to follow the lead of the Saints through the
Tenth Door -the hidden aperture behind
the eyes. We unfortunately always take the
line of least resistance rather than to face
resistance and overcome it.
0 luckless soul! What else shall I tell

thee,
Thy rambles without make thee all the
more miserable.
In these deplorable circumstances, Soamiji
pities the embodied souls, ridden roughshod by the mind. It is really unfortunate
that we are on the wrong path and persist to
go the wrong way. Always engaged in the
outer pursuits on the plane of the senses, we
do not know that the Real Path lies within,
in just the opposite direction. With our
misguided efforts on the wrong lines, we are
drifting farther and farther away from our
goal, the goal of Self-Realization and God
Realization.

Within thee goes on the ceaseless Music of the Soul,
Why then payeth thou no heed to the
heavenly Music.
Each man has in him Shabd or the Sound
Current, variously described as Kalarn-i-Illahi (the Voice of God), Akash Bani
(Sound from above), Ism-i-Azam (the
Great Name), or the Holy Word as Jesus
calls it. It is a pity that we do not take to it
at all. If we were to contact the Audible
Life-Stream in us, the enrapturing strains of
the Divine Harmony would pull us up and
the mind would get docile. As the way into
the beyond opens up, the spirit travels unfettered on the God-way.

Will the study of the scriptures give
thee any solace? 0, none.
Ask thou the pundits and the chanters
i f they have got aught out of them?
All the holy scriptures-the Vedas and
Shashtras -teach the same thing, that God
is within. Bhagwat Gita repeats the same
truth. The holy Koran says that God is
nearer than the Shah-rag or the jugular vein
within the body. The same lesson is taught
by Guru Nanak. The fault lies not with the
books, nor with the teachers, but with us
alone. We simply read the scriptures from
infancy to dotage just parrot-like, but have
never pondered over what they teach and
how the goal can be achieved. By reading
alone, no one has ever gotten and no one
ever will get any nearer to the Truth. A
book of cookery with excellent recipes for
dishes, will neither satisfy the hunger nor
furnish a savory aroma nor give any relish
to the palate. All these would come of their
own accord if we but put into actual practice what is written in the book and prepare
the dishes according to the instructions contained therein. Jesus has well said, "Be thou
the doer of the Word, and not the hearer
alone." Guru Nanak too in His inimitable
way says, "With all your reading, from year
to year, from month to month, nay for your
entire lifetime, and with every breath of
your being, you shall gain nothing. 0
Nanak, there is just one thing that counts,
namely, communion with the Word and
nothing else, for all other things shall lead
to chaos."
I myself have met many learned Sikh
priests, regular reciters and chanters of the
verses of the Holy Granth (the Bible of the
Sikhs), and inquired of them if they had
ever witnessed the Light of God which is so
much glorified in the book. But they simply
hung their heads in shame and said, "No."
If so much reading fails to inspire the love
of the Lord and does not create a hankering
for Him, what then is the good of so much
recitation of the holy verses! A mere book-

ish-knowledgeis a wilderness and miserably
fails to deliver the goods. It is therefore
said, "Books though good in themselves are
a mighty bloodless substitute for life." They
give us a dull and endless exercise with no
gains in return.

Without the active aid of the Satgum
and the saving lifelines within,
None has ever ferried across the fearsome sea of life.
After having said so much, Soamiji gives a
definite finding -without a Satguru and
without the practice of Surat Shabd Yoga,
no one can successfully cross the ocean of
life. This is a practical inner science of supreme importance and none but an adept in
it, can make us delve deep within so as to
find the gems of purest rays serene. Without a Master Soul and His grace and guidance, we cannot possibly know, practice,
experience and get to the spiritual treasures
lying hidden w i t h us. We have boundless
potential lying in a latent and dormant
state. But we, on the contrary, pass our
days just like beggars, begging all our life
for a pittance, ignorant of the great wealth
in the human body which verily is the temple of God. Bhka, a muslim dervish addressing hmself, says, "0 Bhika! None is
poor, for each one has tucked in his girdle a
priceless gem, but as he knows not how to
untie the girdle, he wanders about begging."
We are rich beyond measure in our own
right but we know not how to dig within,
with the result that our rich dower remains
buried all the time and we keep toiling and
moiling like the proverbial bull yoked to the
oil-press, remaining where he is in spite of
trudging all day long.
I have given thee the best advice possible,
0 listen and attend to the sound advice
of the Master soul.

Soamiji now sums up the essence of His
talk. There are just two things which constiS A N T BANI

tute the core of His entire teachings: Surat
or the soul on the one hand and Naarn or
Shabd (God-into-Expression Power) on the
other. The soul and the Oversoul are within
the human frame and they just need to be
linked together in order to establish a fruitful union. Sant Kabir speaks of it thus:
"Naam or Truth is the unchangeable permanence in the ever-changing panorama of
life. It therefore behooves thee, 0 man, to
connect thy Surat with the Shabd." Salvation cannot be acquired by reading books.
Nanak explains this in a metaphorical way
as to how, in the midst of the world, one
should conduct himself: "As a lotus with its
roots in a filthy pond keeps its head aloft,
as a duck living in water all the time flies
high and dry when it likes, so may you
remain unaffected and uncontaminated."
This is the way that a person while living
in the midst of worldly activities finds salvation with the help of Naam. Take it for
certain that rambling over the entire world,
pilgrimages to the holy places, recitation of
songs and hymns and the study of scriptures, coupled with all other religious observances will not lead you anywhere. These
may pave the ground and give a temporary
mental relief, but Naam alone will lead you
to the goal-the Kingdom of God. Hence
the imperative need for connecting the
spirit with Naam.

The Lord of thy soul hath Himself
given thee the key,
Invert thy senses and for once rise
above thyseg
In the end, Soamiji Maharaj exhorts us to
take our spirit through the central outlet
behind and between the eyes, for that is the
way to reach God. Shamas Tabrez, a Muslim Saint, gives expression to this very truth:
"A Sound Current is every moment rushing
towards the center of my being. I hear its
echoes reverberating right within me. I
know not from whence it is coming down,
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and yet it is calling me back to my home."
Emerson, the great philosopher, has said:
"Tap inside and search within." A Sound
Current audible enough whichever way we
may go, accompanies us all the time. The
soul separated from the Lord for eons upon
eons, can once again be united with the
Lord by drinking this Divine nectar or the
Water of Life. It is said of Moses, that when
He stretched forth His hand, it shone luminously. All the Masters are doubtlessly the
torchbearers of truth and come to light the
way for the wayfarers lost in the sands of
time. It therefore behooves us to take to
Their lead and with implicit faith do what
They tell us. If I were to publicize the esoteric teachings, there would hardly be left a
single worldly-minded person in the world.
It is only when oppressed by troubles and
overwhelmed in the storms of life that we
look for comfort and seek for truth. How
grand it would be if we turned to God on
our own. God is within us, but driving us
out, He has shut an iron gate upon us.
Again, it is He who comes in the garb of a
Living Master to redeem the spirit by directing it homeward and throws open the
Kingdom of God within, by unlocking the
massive gate with the master key of Naam.
Man has indeed been the cause of his own
downfall and it is by the Son of Man or
God-in-man alone that he is to be redeemed
and saved.
Now Soamiji goes on to explain as to
how the five melodious strains are playing
within. These are the great trumpets that
produce the wonderful diapason full in
man. We have to connect the soul within
with the divine Music or the Heavenly Harmony which also is within us, but alas, how
indifferent we are to the reality and waste
the precious opportunity in fruitless pursuits without. Kabir, therefore, says, "Why
search for the thng where it is not; search
thou aright and thou shalt surely find."
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The Message to the Graduates
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
March 3, 1988
Dear Children,
May the love and blessings of the Almighty Lord be with you always.
I am very happy to congratulate all of you on graduating from Sant Bani
School after completing the first part of your student life. I hope that
you will remember the teachings of this school and will mold your lives
according to the scriptures of the Masters.
The world that you are now going to enter is polluted by so many
things. I hope that you will not pay any attention to this pollution and
will progress toward your goal. I wish you all success in your lives. I
would like to advise you to keep your lives pure as purity creates
perfection and perfection is success.
Once again I congratulate you on your graduation from this school.
May God bless you all.
With all His love,
Yours affectionately,

SANT B 4 N I

He Came to Make Us Satsangis
Sant Kirpal Singh Ji
aswnblcri in the
rcn~cmbrancc of Hazur Siwaa
Singh Ji ~Maharaj. I t 11~1sbccn noticed
that whencvcr wc sit in hi5 hwcct rcrncmbrunce. we inv:~riably get ii cool
breeze. And today we arc having a
plcnsant brcczc.

W

E HAVE TODAY

0 d e w otw, srck 11zy Uclolwl for
COlilc.
S11\\.'~111h . ~
If thy u~~etz~iuiz
is e l . s r ~ ~ l w r~lrorr
r.
shtrlt ever s l ~ e d ( C ' L I ~ Soj repe~ltcrnuc.

Huzur came and gave us a glilnpsc ol'
divine Light. Great souls come with i1
definite mission and Icovc after fulfilling
it. Once on a winter night, bctwccn nine
and ten o'clock, Dr. Julian J o l i n w ~ .an
American disciplc. ant1 rnysclf w a c with
Hazur. Dr. Johnson asked Hazur if i t
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was atlvis:tblc t'or a tlisciplc to p x y to
his Master. H a m r rcplicd that the very
life o f u disciple ~lcpcnllcd on pnlycr.
13cing weak and ticlplcss, prayer is thc
only weapon left in his armory. One
who is hclplcss always sccks the protcction of n poivcrful and competent pcrson.
What should :I disciplc pray for? Mnn
is ;I thrcc-fold entity. cvmprihing body.
mind or intellect. and SOLII.WC: arc ill1
micro-gods. Soul is the csscncc of God.
Only the soul can r a l i z c God.
HL~zur camc on his earthly hojourn
and showed
divine Light bcforc Icavins us physically. I t look5 as if he has
gone. but hc is alwp:, with us. Mabtcrjwwcr (or God-power or Christ-11owcr)
ncvcr dics; it i h not subjcct to birth and
rlcath, ~Manifcstingon tlill'crcnt human

grcatcst gift only i\ Saint can givc. Only
such ;I sol11 is fit to bc cullcd a Saint.
Hazur had thc compctcncy to extricate
us from thc meshcs of mind and mattcr
and to lift our souls above body consciousness even by a mere glance of his
gracc. Swami Ji says, O d y the nll-powerful Master can pull the sod u p .
Anyone with a little training can give
a religious discourse or cxplain csotcric
methods. But to impart a practical spiritual experience is the work of a competent Master. Hazur revealed the Truth
within us. Who was he really? A Godman alone can truly understand m Godmat^. Whether he was the embodiment
of God or God Himself; whether he was
one of the two or both in one-this is
beyond our comprehension. We could
know him only to the extent he chose to
reveal himself to us. At times he did reveal himself to the people in various
ways. Some of the incidents are wellknown. There is nothing strangc about
them. The same God-power is still working. I t is very much within us and is
protecting us. . . .
When I was a student, I saw a man
showing feats of hypnotism. Hc hypnotized a small boy and invited questions
from the audience in any language and
the boy answered them in the same
language. Guru H a r Krishan Ji, the
eighth Guru of the Sikhs. was about nine
years old when a priest asked him.
"How is it that your name includes both
Hat? (God) and Krishun (i.e., Lord
Krishna)? If you really are as great as
Hari and Krishan, I challenge you to
compete with me in interpreting the
Shastras in Sanskrit." Guru H a r Krishan
Ji called an illiterate waterman who
happened to pass that way. Touching his
shoulder with his stick, the Guru asked
him to have o debate with the Iearncd
priest. The waterman interpretcd the
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Sanskrit Shastras with such profound
knowlcdgc that the pricst was amazed
and bcggcd thc Guru for forgiveness.
Thcse incidents sccm strange. but these
Lire no miracles. Thcy are according to
the laws of nature not known to us. Such
incidents arc not uncommon in the lives
ot great souls.
Shanias-i-Tabrez wished a dead body
to comc alive in thc name of God. It
had no effect. But when he asked the
dcad person to get up in his own name,
there was immediate response and the
dead body started pulsating with life
once again. Maulana Rumi says, A Godman has the power to retrieve from rnidwcry trn crrrow shot even from heuven.
Speaking for the great souls, the Mauluna asked, "Do they claim to be on an
equal footing with God?" H e himself
answered. "No. they are the beloved
children of God. All the commitments of
a loving child are honored by the Father." Great souls are capable of doing
anything. for it is indeed the God-power
that works on the human pole in the
garb of a Master.
Hazur came here to unite humanity
with Truth. T o accomplish this mission,
he granted us some capital of inner contact. That initial capital is to be developed and enlarged gradually. One does
not reach the goal the very first day of
initiation. The time factor is necessary.
Where the world's philosophies end,
there true religion starts.
After initiation. a spiritual aspirant
should mold his life according to the
Master's instructions. The principles explained to you in Satsangs should be
adopted in practice. One who observes
non-violence in thought. word and deed
is truly a great man. Remember that actions spcak louder than words. If you
cultivate the habit of speaking truth,
people around you will act likewise.

Thoughts are more potent than words
and even stronger than action. Wc arc
a conscious entity and God is supcr-conscious. We are Self and God is Oversclf.
a veritable ocean of all consciousness.
and we are a drop of it. God is the supreme Power and is capable of creating
millions of Brahmands or universes.
Being of the essence of that mighty Power, can't we create even a city? Certainly we can. Great souls always tell
us that we are micro-gods; it is our utter
ignorance about our own Self that stands
in the way.

One whose practical life is exemplary is m y true disciple;
He is like m y Muster crnd I a111
prepared to be his devotee.
The conduct of a disciplined initiatc
should reflect the greatness of his Master. During the Muslim period in India.
whenever a Sikh would give evidence in
a court of law, it was taken for granted
that he would not tell a lie. Similarly. if
any of Hazur's disciples happened to
appear before the court, he was never
doubted because he was a disciple of
Hazur. Your actions should demonstrate
that you are a true disciple of a great
soul. A n unworthy disciple brings a bcrcl
name to his Masler.
T o go to a great soul and not follow
his teaching is to demean him. Christ
said, Thix is m y comrna~zdrnerlt, T h t
ye love one another, as I have loved you.
We are no doubt proud of the great soul
who initiated us. But is he proud of us?
One who lives up to his Master's expectations is a true disciple. Mahatmas always say that an ounce of practice is
more than tons of theory. Mere theoretical knowledge without practice is of no
avail. Sheikh Saa'di has said that a
learned but impractical man is likc an
ass loaded with a heap of books. Guru

kmar Das was once askcd about thc S;~tc
of impractical pcoplc. Hc slid thty were
likc a spoon immersed in pudding but
never tasting it. Such is the fate of those
who arc always busy in intellectual
wrangling. Wc know how to preach to
others but not to ourselves. We d o listen to thc Mahatmas. mostly to forgct
whatcver they tell us. or to obtain knowledge which may help us in posing like a
Saint. What is real listening? It is to
chide by the words of the perfect Muster.
You must have heard about the fivc
Pandava princes of the Mal~ubl~m-urc~
epic. They were sent to their teacher
Dronscharya for their early education.
The first lesson was to speak the truth.
Next day, the teacher asked them if they
had learned their lesson. All except Yudhistra said they had. Yudhistru had not
turned LIPat ;ill! The Guru was told that
Yudhishtra had yet to learn his Icsson.
For several days Yudhishtra did not go
to thc Guru. Only ~ifterhe h L d lcarncd
the lesson in the real sense did he go to
Dronachasya. and sespcctfully told him
that he had learned the lesson. He solemnly declared that he would speak the
truth all his life. And hc did. If you act
on what you are told. one Satsang is
sufficient for your salvation.

Hazur was a strict disciplinarian, We
have complete faith in his competency.
A single glance of his gracc was sufficient to emancipate nnyonc. All that is
here now is undoubtedly Hazur's in]n~easurablegrace. H e used to say: "He
who is learned whilc alive will be learnSANT BANI

ed after death. And hc who is illitcratc
now, how can he bccomc a scholar when
hc is dead?"
Bharat (India) is namcd after King
Eharata. H c was an ascctic himsclf. H c
renounced everything and lived in scclusion for meditation. There hc rearcd a
little decr after the mother decr had
died. By constant companionship, Bharata developed affectionate lovc for his
pet, so much so that he uscd to think of
him all the time. One day the young
dcer disappeared. Bharata could not
bear the pangs of separation and died
soon thereafter. Consequently he had to
be reincarnated as a deer and is known
as Jar Bharata. As you think, so you
become.
The idea of self-introspection or kceping a diary is to judge your own actions.
1 have prescribed it after very careful
consideration. I too kept a diary in my
early life. If a dacoit like Valmik can
become a Mahatma, so can you. A bandit named Udham Singh m m e under
Hazur's influence and was completely
transformed. Some bandits are being initiated even now. Nnam is a great blessing. Mere intellectual acconlplishments
are futile as far as attaining salvation is
concerned. Kabir says very definitely:
Do not be curried awuy by charztirzg of
the scriptures, singing of holy verses or
listening to sermons. The way of the
Scrints is something different. I t C U M be
fo~rlzd only through self-anulvsis.
King Ravana was a scholar of all the
Vedas and Shastras. But despite that, he
is known for his wickedness. And what
are we doing? Acting, posing, and false
propaganda will not take us anywhere
near our real goal. We can dupe all? but
not God. H e is omnipresent. From the
time of Initiation on, the Mastcr rcmains
a constant jnvisiblc companion of thc
initiate. and watchcs all his actions. The
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Mastcr knows everything about his disciples.
So it is futile to conceal anything from
the Master. Hazur used to give us simple
examples to make us understand the
various aspects of spirituality. Once
Yusuf went to Queen Zulakhan, who
wanted to fulfill her sensual desire. She
first covered the idol she worshiped.
When Yusuf asked her why she did
that, she said she didn't want her deity
to see their unholy act. Yusuf exclaimed,
"My Lord is omnipresent and no actions
of ours are hidden from Him." Hazur
used to say. "We hesitate to do a wrong
thing in the presence of a child. D o we
not realize that God within us is watching all our actions?" Once initated by a
competent Master. a spiritual aspirant is
never forsaken by the Master till he is
taken to the Kingdom of God.
So we are here in obeisance to Hazur
and to realize the Truth. H e is ever with
us and is showering his abundant grace.
However, to realize Him it is essential
to have a pure heart. Can you ever expect the Lord to manifest Himself till
our hearts are spotlessly clean? The
Lord cannot be realized as long as our
hearts remain littered with lust, anger,
jealousy. recrimination. etc. Our soul
lies dormant and defiled by these vices.
Just as a magnet will not attract iron
that is all covered with dirt. God within
us will not pull the soul up until it is
free from all blemishes. In such a hopeless state only a competent Master can
come to our rescue. This in fact is the
greatness of a Master-soul. If a loaded
donkey is stuck in the mud, it cannot
come out with its own efforts. Someone
out of sheer compassion will have to remove the load and then pull the donkey
out of the mud. Wc are also loaded with
heaps of impressions of thousands of
lifetimes and in addition are trapped in
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the net of sensual pleasures. There is That helps in maintaining cle;~nlincss.
hardly any difference between us as we Nowadays. food is prepared generally
are and the loaded donkey. We too need by people who indulge in all sorts of
a compassionate soul, who himself is loose talk while preparing the meals.
absolutely free, to unburden us and to Mind is affected by the food you take.
pull us out of our misery. Only then will
1 may tell you my own personal exwe be able to see the Reality. The great- perience. I n 1921 1 was posted in thc
ness of such a Master-soul is beyond Accounts Branch of an Indian Army
description. Such a competent Master Regiment. A n army orderly used to
enables us to see the Truth after freeing cook my food. I had given him strict
us from the effect of past impressions instructions not to allow anyone to enter
and bringing our attention above body the kitchen. and also told him to recite
holy verses while preparing the food. It
consciousness.
Hazur used to say that the Master will was my practice to sit for meditation
definitely take his initiate to the ultimate daily in the dead of night. One night I
goal, but only after properly cleaning noticed negative thoughts disturbing my
him from all blemishes. For nobody meditation. I woke the orderly up and
wants to keep dirty clothes unless they asked him if there was anyone with him
are washed and pressed! Hazur oftcn in the kitchen that night. H e said no: but
gave the example of a washcrman who he was telling a lie. Later he admitted it.
never refuses to wash even the dirtiest Where the dirt is already there in tons.
clothes. because he knows his own com- a little more doesn't m:&e much differpetency; sometimes he may have to put ence. But even a grain of dirt will bs
in a little extra effort. Soul in its present visible on an otherwise clean surface.
Ethical conduct and pure diet are thus
state is like pure gold mixed with dust.
Remove the dust from it and it will be stepping stones to God-realization. The
pure gold again. It is only a matter of main reason I attach so much importance to keeping a diary is to make us
removing the dust.
Hazur came to transforn~us into Sat- conscious of our shortcomings. We only
sangis in the real sense. He often empha- talk of non-violence as the true religion;
sized that the human body is the temple we never observe it in spirit. The result
of God and the eternal Light is illumi- is that we try to deceive Him Who is all
nating it. But we are polluting this tem- seeing! How can we expect His grace?
ple with all kinds of rubbish: bad diet, Blessed are the pure in heart for they
unfair and dishonest earnings, falsehood, shall see God.
A pure heart is a necessity if we are
deceit, recrimination. egotism and hypocrisy. T o partake of flesh. eggs and in- to realize God. All scriptures and Mastoxicants is to defile this temple. Such ters have said there are only two ways
food habits are not conducive to one's to reach the ultimate goal: the way of
spiritual growth. Therefore our diet living and the way of religion. What is
should be pure and vegetarian. Even religion? It is the same as ultimate Truth
more: it should be prepared in a clean -to realize the power of God manifestplace and with a clean heart. In India ing in and sustaining the entire creation.
The way of living is thc first step. I t
there is still a practice in orthodox fammeans
inculcating thc habit of truthfulilies that no one other than the lady preness
in
all its aspects. One of these asparing food is allowed in the kitchen.
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pects is the observance of chastity. Chastity is life, and should bc observed in
thought, word and deed. The real significance of marriage lies in having a life
partner who will stand by you under all
circumstances-pleasure and pain, riches and poverty. Both partners should
cooperate with each other in striving to
realize God.
We should have love for all and
hatred for none, for the entire creation
is His manifestation. And then we
should render selfless service. Ahimsa
(non-injury) is thus the highest dharma.
Sheikh Farid says, I f you wish to
meet your Beloved, do not injure anyone's feelings. Maulana Rumi says, Y o u
may indulge in intoxication, or burn the
Holy Koran, or set fire to the Kaaba
[holiest place of the Muslims] but do not
hurt the feelings o f anyone.
Let us take the outer life of Hazur.
He was married at an early age, but his
wife died before the marriage was consummated. He married again after
reaching the age of 25, and thus completed 25 years of complete celibacy.
He himself used to say that his stay with
his family during his whole life would
total not more than six months. You can
see what a disciplined life he led. Hazur's practical life should be an eyeopener for us. He used to hand over his
full salary to his Guru, Baba Jaimal
Singh Ji Maharaj. Out of that, Babaji
would send money to Hazur's family.
He used to go to his home town to see
his family only if Babaji desired him to.
He was often asked how it could be that
he was a householder and Saint both.
H e always said that from the time the
spiritual work was assigned to him, he
stopped being a householder. Observance of celibacy is a great blessing, and
Hazur always attached the highest importance to chastity. Even at the age of
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90 he used to roar like a lion! During
those days there were no loudspeakers,
and he could be heard giving a Satsang
from a long distance. He had divine
grace on his loving face. This was mainly due to his strict observance of a highly ethical and chaste life. We are losing
this essential virtue. God only knows
what the future will be if the present
trend of utter callousness toward moral
standards continues.
Hazur had many virtues which we
need, especially in our present state of
delusion and despondency. He always
had a cheerful and pleasant personality.
He had all smiles on his ever-glistening
face. Those who have seen him know
that he had immeasurable love in him
for his children, as we are. He would
cast such a loving and soothing glancc
on us, as parents might after meeting
their child after a long separation. His
love towards his children was much
more than the love that hundreds of
fathers and mothers have for their children. A single life-inspiring glance of his
was capable of raising us to great
heights. Eyes are the windows of the
soul. Swami Ji says, These eyes are the
windows that open to the abode of God.
Whenever someone bowed to Hazur in
reverence, he would say, "There is nothing down at my feet. You can see me
through my eyes."
Hazur used to tell us that when his
son died, he felt no trace of grief; for he
knew he had been a sacred trust from
God. and He could take it back at His
will. These things are common in the
lives of Saints. Cheerfulness was one of
Hazur's many virtues. This is one thing
we should learn from his life.
Have you ever considered as to where
the senses derive thcir power from? It
is from the soul itself. Newton was solving certain mathematical problems on
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the roadsiclc whcn a blaring band passcd
by. Someonc asked him if ;I bancl had
gone that way. H c said that he did not
know. His attention was absorbed at
that time in solving the problems. Many
times it happens that we do not hear
even a loud sound because our :Ittention
is focused at some other point. Our attention or soul is thus the driving force
of our outgoing faculties.
One whose inner self is overflowing
with bliss will be cheerful and have a
sweet tongue. Out of the abundance of
his heart a man speaks. Whenever Hazur laughed. it was real and hearty
laughter. Those who saw him laughing
were fortunate indeed. That life-giving
laughter of Hazur can never be forgotten. The great souls fill the entire atmosphere with their radiation. By just a
thought of such a one. we feel uplifted.
After the partition of India in 1947. a
large number of people had to emigrate
from Pakistan. Some of them could not
bear the shock of leaving everything in
Pakistan and died soon after. It was
very difficult to console them. But those
who came to Hazur had an instant
soothing effect from his charged words.
His simple words. "Now do nor worry."
were enough to bring solace to them.
Whoever went to him was touched by
his sweet and soothing words. Kind
words don't cost anything.
Kind words spoken with humility are
the quintessence of all virtue. H e was a
really competent Master and yet he possessed humility. It is rightly said that
humility is the true adornment of Saints.
This should be a great lesson for us.
Hafiz says. Kindnes~ and consideratior~
for both friends and enemies bring cornforts in both the worlds. Do not think ill
of anyone. even your enemies. Hazur
once wrote to me, "My dear. discomfort
in life is the property of Saints." H e
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quolcd an Urdu couplet: The ~ ? ~ o t ? l r r ~ t
I WUJ rlesti~ledto love. .sigh.\were give11
rr.r L ' N . ) ~ ~ J Y L I I 11mi
I~
desert (1s property.
H e continucd: "In Satsnng all sorts of
pcoplc comc. Thcrc arc some whose
hearts are overllowing with love and
devotion and who arc ready to sacrifice
their all-body.
nzind. wealth. Therc
are some who only indulge in lip service
and calumny. They are always ready
to criticize and slander." And then he
added: " B ~ i tour tl~ltyis to love (dl. If
they clo rlot give up their hutefi.rl habit.
why should we give ~ l po w lovirlg hobil?" This letter has been the sheet anchor
of my life so far. and it will always remain my guiding principle.
The purpose of our life is to become
a Satsangi-to get a link with the Truth.
If we attain that. we shall rzrnnin contented and happy with the entire Creation. Semen is the essence of our body.
It is the driving force, a vital fluid. The
more of it we have in our body. the
healfhier we will be. One who practices
celibacy is great and brave enough to
face hundreds of people single-handed.
If such a man has spiritual understanding. he is a great soul indeed. Those who
are deficient in this essential virtue are
incapable of any worthwhile progress. In
the Shastras it is said that to waste even
a drop of semen is death. and to conserve it is life. Guru Nanak has also
said. Whoever loses sernerl loses everything.
We should mold our lives according
to the scriptures. As already sxplained,
the purpose of marriage is to have a
companion through the thick and thin
of one's life. Both should strive to reach
111~ ultimate goal. Procreation is only
one insignificant aspect of married life.
From the time of conception until a
;hi!ci i3weaned from thc mother's milk.
there s!lould be absolutely no self-indulSANT BANI

gcnce. In this way, once conccption occurs, there will be a break of two ycars
or more in sexual relations. This is what
thc scriptures prescribe. If one has two
or three children on this pattern, he is
rcgarded as a chaste person.
The Biblc says, Husbands should love
their wives LO Christ loved the church.
Further: When you sit for prayer, love
the Lord as if you never had uny wife.
This should be our highest ideal. Tulsi
Sahib goes even further and says, I f you
ure ~ruthful,humble, und consider all
women as your own mother, and still
you do not realize God, I as His servant
will be your surety. Prophet Mohammed
has also said, If you can control the two
organs-one between the two lips and
the other between the two thighs-1 will
be responsible for your liberation at the
Court o f God.
To commemorate a great soul is to
imbibe his teachings in our practical life.
Mere lip-service is no use. When we are
practical. blessing is invoked. We should
learn a lesson from Hazur's life. We
are here in his remembrance and from
this day we should resolve to lead a
pious and disciplined life. We should
have regular self-introspection by keeping a diary. You have just to become
chaste and you will find that you have
developed supernatural powers of perception and foreknowledge of world
events. And if such a chaste life is dyed
in the color of spirituality, then the great
capabilities of that person can be imagined. So. purity of heart and chaste life
are the main prerequisites for spiritual
progress. Tulsi Sahib says, Clean the
closet o f your heart and remove all
worldly thoughts, to make room for the
Lord within.
We have to realize God through purity (in both diet and conduct) and by
developing receptivity through constant
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rcmembrancc of Him. You nced not rcnounce thc world and go to the jungles
to realize God. A Persian mystic says,
I do not ask you to remuin aloof from
the world. But whatever you do, be with
God. You should not forget the Lord at
any time, and always remain thankful to
Him. If you develop such receptivity,
you are free from bondage.
So purity of thought, purity of diet,
and purity of conduct are most essential.
If our inner self is free from all blemishes, the divine Light and celestial
Sound will emerge in the silence of our
heart. The very silence will become vocal. Our meditation is not successful becmse we have yet to come up to the
necessary standard. Kabir says, If our
heart is polluted, we shall be pushed out
o f the Kingdom of God.
Tulsi Sahib says that he wouldn't believe anyone who claimed to know the
Master. So people knew about Hazur
only to the extent he chose to reveal
himself. He was the glistening gem of
humility and chastity. He had divine attraction in him. Those who had a chance
to see him for the first time even from a
distance would notice in him the piety
and greatness of a Saint. We should
learn at least four virtues from his life
today-sweet speech, cheerfulness, chastity. and humility. If we imbibe these
virtues we shall have a complete metamorphosis in our lives. Maintain your
diary from today and see the result. This
is Hazur's grace: that you get practical
experience at the time of Initiation. It
has to be developed further by devoting
sufficient and regular time to meditation.
The common excuse for neglecting meditation is the paucity of time. Don't forget that you have to die some day. And
only you can accomplish your meditation; no one else. It is not like offering
ritual prayers that a priest can do for

you. Successful meditation brings abun- intcnd to reach the ultimate goal. we
dant blessing, perfect satisfaction and shall have to mend our ways. To rememconcentration. After all. we have to bnr Hazur once a year is not enough.
commune with the Truth which is al- We should sit in our Master's sweet
ready within us. In order to become a remembrance every day.
Satsangi, you have to stop being a manTo forget the Master is to lose his
sangi (one who IS linked with the sen- protection. thereby giving an opportuses). So we have to do away with our nity to the Negative Power to pin you
association with sensual pleasures in down. Nevertheless, the Master Power
order to obtain the ultimate Truth. We is not going to forsake you in midstream.
are fortunate indeed that at the very first He has mighty protecting hands. The
sitting, at the time of Initiation, we get seed of spirituality sown by him at the
practical experience of spiritual bliss. time of Initiation must germinate sooner
This is Hazur's grace and blessing. He or later. No one can destroy this seed.
has never forsaken us. We must make But if you do not prepare the soil conourselves worthy of his grace. The Mas- ducive to its germination now, you will
ter Power never dies. Only the pole at have to be reborn-no
doubt as a huwhich it manifests changes. When I was man being-to
accomplish the task. for
in America. they asked me, "When is the seed sown by a competent Master
Christ returning?" I said, "Has he ever must germinate and sprout fully. But
left you? Did he not say, I a m with you why delay and prolong your torture?
alway, even unto the end of the world?" You have gathered in the remembrance
That Power works through different hu- of Hazur, who was a living embodiment
of Truth. So make a firm resolve today.
man poles. It is within you.
Those who have been initiated have
Finally. I would again emphasize that
to withdraw their attention from outside you must strengthen the foundation. If
and rise above body consciousness. To you take one step in the right direction,
accomplish this task, you may take help the Master will come a million steps to
from the human pole at which that guide you and help you. This is a guarPower is working. So, mold your life if antee which I give you on behalf of Hayou wish to become a Satsangi. His zur. People enter the world crying and
abundant grace is already there to lift after leading a life of suffering and misus up spiritually. We need a competent ery, depart still crying. Lead such a disguide who can put us on the right path ciplined life that you depart from this
and who can be a torch-bearer in our world with a contented smile on your
spiritual journey within. Kabir says. He face. and people remember you.
The diary I have prescribed after
who calls hlmself a Satguru or Sant, let
him show us the invisible Lord. Only thoughtful consideration will go a long
such a Master, who is capable of open- way in helping you in your progress.
Continue living in your respective social
ing our inner eye-the
Third Eye-is
competent to become our spiritual guide. structures and religions. All are noble
He gives us the initial capital of Naam in their purpose. We are all one as man,
to start with. We then have to do our and from the soul level we are also one.
part, by regular practice and self-intro- We are all children of God. The same
spection. By Hazur's grace we got the controlling power is controlling us all.
initial capital; and left it at that. If we This is the teaching of all the Saints.
SANT BAN1

Dear Ones, withdraw your attention from the outside; connect it to the
Shabd. Fortunate are the souls who do the meditation of Shabd Naam
in this Iron Age. Our Masters have showered a lot of grace on us and
They have given us this opportunity of doing Their devotion. In this
Iron Age, when any devotee listens to the Shabd Dhun and does the
meditation of Shabd Naam even the gods in the heavens are attracted to
such a jiva. And they also say that such a soul is a very fortunate one
who is doing the devotion of the Lord in this Iron Age. So make your
mind quiet, as only a quiet mind can meditate. Don't understand
meditation as a burden; do it lovingly. While meditating don't pay any
attention to outer disturbances; concentrate at the Eye Center.

